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2.

You must answer eight problems, but no more than three from the MATH group.

3.

Answer in the blue books provided. Use a separate book for each problem. Put the title and problem
number on the front of each book (eg., MATH A-1)

4.

Return all the 26 problems.

5.

You will be graded on your answers to eight problems only.

6.

The examination is “closed-book;” only blue books, exam problems and a scientific calculator are
allowed. No formula sheet is allowed. Some problems include reference formulas. No material shall be
shared without prior permission of the proctor(s).

7.

You have four hours to complete this examination.

PROBLEM A1 – MATH
Differential Equations
A capacitor has stored charges of 2 µC. When it is connected to a load, the charges decrease
with time t in the following manner:
dQ/dt=-2t
How many charges (Q) does the capacitor have at t=1 µs?

PROBLEM A2 – MATH
Vector analysis
Consider the 2D vector field 𝒂 (𝑦𝑥 ) = (−𝑦
).
𝑥
a) Make a sketch of 𝒂. It does not have to be numerically accurate but should capture
the basic properties of 𝒂.
b) Compute the divergence of 𝒂 and explain what your result means geometrically.
c) Compute the curl of 𝒂 and explain what your result means geometrically.
d) Is it possible to find a scalar function 𝑓: 𝑅2 → 𝑅 such that ∇𝑓 = 𝒂? Can you prove
that your answer is correct?

PROBLEM A3 – MATH
Linear Algebra
1. Let A  [aij ]1i , j n be a square matrix of dimension n  n with real-valued elements.
a. Write the equation that determines the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrix A .
b. Write the expression of the characteristic polynomial of matrix A , state Cayley-Hamilton
theorem, and explain the utility of the theorem.
c. Prove that, if  is an eigenvalue of A with corresponding eigenvector x , then m is an
eigenvalue of A m with same corresponding eigenvector x .
2. Use Cramer’s rule to solve the system of linear equations:
 x  y  4z  0
xy z 1
3x  2 y  0

PROBLEM A4 – MATH

PROBLEM B1 – CIRCUITS AND ELECTRONICS
Sinusoidal Steady State Power
The load impedance ZL for the circuit shown in the figure is adjusted until maximum average
power is delivered to ZL.
a) Find the maximum average power delivered to ZL.
b) What percentage of the total power developed in the circuit is delivered to ZL?

PROBLEM B2 – CIRCUITS AND ELECTRONICS
Laplace Application to Circuit Analysis
The op amp shown in the circuit is ideal. There is no energy stored in the circuit at the time it is
energized. If vg = 16,000 u(t) V , find
a.
b.
c.
d.

Find Vo (s) .
Find vo (t ) .
How long does it take to saturate the operational amplifier?
How small the rate of increase in vg must be to prevent saturation?

PROBLEM B3 – CIRCUITS AND ELECTRONICS
Electronic Circuits
The below circuit utilize four identical diodes having Is=10-16 A and VT=25mV.
a) Find the value of the current ID required to obtain an output voltage Vo =3.2V when
IL=0.
b) Calculate R when IL=0.
c) Use the small signal model of the diode, find total small signal resistance of the four
diodes when Vo changes by 20 mV per 1mA of load current.
d) If a current of IL=1 mA is drawn away from an output terminal by a load, what percent
is changed in output voltage?
+15V

R
IL
VO
ID

PROBLEM C1 – SYSTEMS, SIGNALS AND IMAGE PROCESSING

𝜕2 𝑓

The Laplacian operator uses the 2nd-order derivative, ∇2 𝑓 = 2 , to estimate the magnitude of
𝜕𝑥
the spatial variation at a point. High-frequency emphasis is a method based on the Laplacian
for enhancing image quality, which can be modeled using the following equation:
𝑔 = 𝑓 − ∇2 𝑓

(1)

a) Given that the Laplacian operation is implemented as a spatial filter with the following
mask: [1 -2 1], derive the corresponding spatial-domain mask for computing g from
equation 1.
b) The mask computed in part a can be viewed as a linear filtering process.
a. Derive the Discrete Fourier Transform of this filter
b. Plot the resulting magnitude spectrum
c. Determine the basic filter type (e.g., lowpass, highpass, bandpass, band-reject)

PROBLEM C2 – SYSTEMS, SIGNALS AND IMAGE PROCESSING
(10 points in total)
A causal discrete-time system is given by
y[n] – 5/6y[n-1] + 1/6y[n-2] = x[n]
where x[n] = cos(πn/3 + π/5).

a)

(2 points) Is the x[n] periodic? If yes, what is the fundamental period of x[n]?

b)

(2 points) What is the system transfer function for this system?

c)

(6 points) Assume the system has zero initial condition, what is the output of the
system for the input x[n]?

PROBLEM C3 – SYSTEMS, SIGNALS AND IMAGE PROCESSING
(10 points in total)
The continuous time signal xc(t) is band limited to 10kHz and we want to design a band-pass
filter to filter out frequency components below 4kHz and above 6kHz. In other words, we
just want to keep frequency components between 4kHz and 6kHz. We sample xc(t) to get a
discrete-time sequence x[n], and we implement a discrete-time band-pass filter, h[n], to
conduct the filtering.

a). (5 points) Assume sampling frequency is 30kHz, what are the two cut-off frequencies for
the filter h[n]?

b). (5 points) Assume sampling frequency is 40kHz, what are the two cut-off frequencies for
the filter h[n]?

PROBLEM C4 – SYSTEMS, SIGNALS AND IMAGE PROCESSING
Problem. The equation of motion for the mass-spring damper system in Fig. 1 is:

My  t   fv y  t   Ky  t   u  t  ,

where y denotes position, u is an external input force, and M, fv and K are constants corresponding to the mass, damping and spring
coefficients, respectively.

y(t)

u(t)

Figure 1. Mass-spring damper system.
(a) Find a state-space representation of the system with input u(t) and output y(t).
(b) Find the system's transfer function P(s) = Y(s)/U(s).
(c) To control the position of the mass M, a unity feedback system is designed that subtracts a voltage proportional to the
displacement y(t) from a reference or desired position voltage r(t) to form an error signal e(t). The error signal is then
used as the input to a controller with transfer function C(s) that produces the control input force u(t). The block diagram
of the control system is given in Figure 2 where P(s) represents the transfer function of the mass-spring damper system
or plant.

R(s)

E(s)

+

C(s)

U(s
)

P(s)

Y(s)

-

Figure 2. Block diagram of unity feedback control system in the s-domain.
Solve the following questions when M=2kg, fv=1N-s/m, and K=10N/m.
(i)
Find the transfer function of the plant.
(ii)
Draw the root locus for C(s)=K, a proportional gain controller.
(iii)
Can the proportional controller stabilize the closed-loop system?
(iv)
Consider a PD compensator, C(s)=Kp+Kds, that has a zero at s=-1. Design the PD compensator to stabilize the
closed-loop system. Answer the following questions for the designed C(s).
a. What is the steady-state error for the designed closed-loop system?
b. Find the poles and zeros of Gcl(s) = Y(s)/R(s).
c. Qualitatively explain the possible step response characteristics such as settling time, rise time, and percent
overshoot.

REVIEW
For a prototype second order open-loop transfer function G(s) = n2/(s2 + 2ns + n2) the following unit step response relations are
useful:



percent overshoot = 100 exp(- / sqrt(1 - 2) )
2% settling time 4 / (n)

PROBLEM C5 – SYSTEMS, SIGNALS AND IMAGE PROCESSING
Communications Problem
Consider the bandlimited signal m(t ) with Fourier transform M ( f ) having the amplitude
spectrum shown in the following figure:

The signal is passed through a system with the following block diagram:

The bandpass filter has a bandwidth equal to 2W centered at f 0 and the lowpass filter has a
bandwidth equal to W . Sketch the plots of the amplitude spectra for signals x(t ) , y1 (t ) , y 2 (t ) ,
y3 (t ) , and y 4 (t ) . Use Fourier analysis arguments to explain your plots and show all your work
for full credit.

PROBLEM C6 – SYSTEMS, SIGNALS AND IMAGE PROCESSING
Communication Networks
1. (5 pts) Suppose a data frame needs to go through a path with 4 links. If the
probability of a frame being damaged on a link is p, what is the probability that the
frame successfully arrives at the destination?

2. (5 pts) Suppose we need to send a frame with bit stream as 1101111110. Assume
the bit stuffing is used for framing, what will be the actual bit stream to be
transmitted.

PROBLEM D1 – PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS I
⃗ = 𝐻0 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑗𝑘𝑧)𝑦̂ that satisfy
Given electromagnetic fields 𝐸⃗ = 𝐸0 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑗𝑘𝑧)𝑥̂ and 𝐻
the time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations in free space.
1) Express H0 and k in terms of E0, ε0, and μ0.
2) Do the fields represent a uniform plane wave?
3) In what direction does the wave travel?
4) Find its velocity and determine the time-average Poynting vector 〈𝑆〉.
5) Compute the time-average power density assuming the electric field strength is
10 mV/m.

PROBLEM D2 – PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS I
Electromagnetics
The standing electromagnetic wave can be expressed by two wave functions as below
E𝑦 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 2𝐸0 sin(𝑘𝑥) cos(𝜔𝑡)
B𝑧 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 2𝐵0 cos(𝑘𝑥) sin(𝜔𝑡)
Calculate the intensity of the standing electromagnetic wave?

PROBLEM D3 – PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS I
Consider a He:Ne laser cavity made of two mirrors each with near 100% reflectivity and a
continuously pumped gain medium. The laser is operating at 632.8 nm. A photodetector
records the side fluorescence power emitted from a small volume of the gain medium.
Assume that the laser transition is homogeneously broadened and that the lower laser level
population is negligible compared to that in the upper state.
(a)

(5 points) If P0 is the side fluorescence power (W/cm-3) that is observed with one of the
cavity mirrors blocked and P is measured when the laser is operating normally (i.e.,
mirror unblocked, everything else the same), then derive a simple expression that
relates P/P0 to the saturation intensity Is of the gain medium.

(b)

(5 points) If the side fluorescence is observed to be suppressed by 50% when the
intercavity laser flux is 100 W/cm2, what is Is?

(T. J. Verdeyen, Laser Electronics)

PROBLEM D4 – PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS I
Optical Fiber communications
A double-heterojunction InGaAsP LED emitting at a peak wavelength of 1310 nm has
radiative and nonradiative recombination times of 25 and 90 ns, respectively.
The drive current is 35 mA.
Find the internal quantum efficiency and the internal power level.

PROBLEM E1 - PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS II
An abrupt Si P-N Junction with a cross-section of A = 10-4 cm2 has the following properties:
P side
Na = 1017 cm-3
τ n = 0.1 µs
µp = 200 cm2/ V-s
µn = 700 cm2/ V-s

N side
Nd = 1015 cm-3
τp = 10 µs
µn = 1300 cm2/ V-s
µp = 450 cm2/ V-s

The junction is forward biased by 0.5 V.
a) What is the total forward current for an ideal p-n junction at + 0.5V bias?
(Need to calculate Dp, Dn, Lp, Ln, pn, np)
b) What is the total current at a reverse bias of – 0.5V?
c) Calculate the junction potential also called built-in potential 𝑉𝑏𝑖
d) What is the total depletion capacitance (𝐶𝑗 ) at -4 V reverse bias?
e) Calculate the depletion widths on the p-side of the junction Xp and on the n-side Xn for the
following reverse biases -4 V and -10 V
Equations:
𝐷𝑝

𝐷

Ideal diode: I = qA ( 𝐿 𝑃𝑛 + 𝐿 𝑛 𝑛𝑝 )(𝑒 𝑞𝑉⁄𝑘𝑇 − 1) = 𝐼0 (𝑒 𝑞𝑉⁄𝑘𝑇 − 1)
𝑝

𝐷𝑝 =

𝑘𝑇

𝐷𝑛 =

𝑘𝑇

𝑞

𝑞

𝑛

𝜇𝑝

𝐿𝑝 = √𝐷𝑝 𝜏𝑝

𝜇𝑛

𝐿𝑛 = √𝐷𝑛 𝜏𝑛

Physical Constants:
Intrinsic carrier concentration in Si : ni = 1.45 x 1010 cm -3

2𝜀𝑠𝑖
𝑁𝑑
𝑋𝑝 = √
(𝑉𝑏𝑖 − 𝑉)
𝑞
𝑁𝑎 (𝑁𝑎 + 𝑁𝑑 )

Permittivity in Vacuum
Dielectric constant of 𝑆𝑖

𝜀𝑠𝑖 = 𝜀 ∗ 𝐾𝑠𝑖
2𝜀𝑠𝑖
𝑁𝑎
𝑋𝑛 = √
(𝑉𝑏𝑖 − 𝑉)
𝑞
𝑁𝑑 (𝑁𝑎 + 𝑁𝑑 )

𝐾𝑠𝑖 = 11.7

Elementary Charge:

q = 1.602 x 10-19 C

Boltzman Constant:

k = 1.38066 x 10 -23 J/ K = 8.62*10−5 𝑒𝑉/𝐾

Thermal voltage at 300K: kT/q = 0.0259 V

Total depletion width
W=𝑋𝑝 + 𝑋𝑛 =
Depletion Capacitance:

ε = 8.8854 x 10-14 F/ cm ;

𝐶𝑗 = √𝜀𝑆𝑖 𝐴 [2(𝑉

𝑞

𝑁𝑑 𝑁𝑎

𝑏𝑖 −𝑉) 𝑁𝑑 +𝑁𝑎

]

1⁄
2

PROBLEM E2 – PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS II
Physical electronics
1. Find the maximum fraction of the unit cell volume, which can be filled by identical hard
spheres in the simple cube, face centered cubic and diamond lattices.
2. For a silicon abrupt junction with NA= 1020 cm-3, max = 4 105 V/cm at reverse
bias VR = 30V (T = 300K), calculate the n-type doping concentration.

Silicon (300 K): NC= 2.86 1019 cm-3 ; NV = 2.66 1019 cm-3 ; ni = 9.65 109 cm-3
mp =1 m0; mn = 0.19 m0; m0 = 0.91 10-30 kg; k = 1.38 10-23 J/K ; q = 1.6 10-19 C

r = 11.9

0 =

8.85 1014 F/cm

PROBLEM E3 – PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS II
Plasma
Oxygen gas is being pumped through a cylindrical pipe with an inner diameter of 5 cm.
a./ Assuming that the radius of an oxygen molecule (approximated by a sphere) is 1.8 10 -8 cm.
What is the collision cross-section between 2 oxygen molecules?
b./ At what pressure will the collision mean free path equal the pipe diameter?

PROBLEM F1 – COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Microprocessors

Continued on next page

PROBLEM F2 – COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Digital System Design

PROBLEM F3 – COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Computer Architecture
1. Given the following MIPS instructions, if we only implement the following hazard
detection unit without the forwarding control capacity, (1) please identify what problems
it will occur with explanation and (2) How do we fix the problem with explanation.
Here is the only hazard detection unit we implement:
if (ID/EX.MemRead and
((ID/EX.RegisterRt = IF/ID.RegisterRs) or (ID/EX.RegisterRt = IF/ID.RegisterRt)))
stall the pipeline
lw $2, 20($1)
and $4, $2, $5
or $8, $2, $6

2. For this question, we assume that individual stages/steps of the data-path have the
following latencies:
IF

ID

EXE

MEM

250 ps

350 ps

150 ps

300 ps

WB
200ps

What is the clock cycle time in this pipelined processor? What is the total latency of a
MIPS addition instruction (i.e., add) in this pipelined processor (Supposedly, there is no
data, structural, or control hazard for this case)? Need to explain your answers.

PROBLEM F4 – COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Computer Algorithms

PROBLEM F5 – COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Data Structures
1. What are the preorder, inorder, and postorder traversals of the following binary tree:

2. What is the order (Time Big-O Complexity) of each of following tasks in the worst case
(need to explain how you get your answer to get a full credit)?
2.1Displaying all n integers in a sorted linked list.
2.2Displaying the last integer in a linked list.
2.3Adding an item to a stack of n items.

PROBLEM F6 – COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Logic Design
1. Given the following truth table,

A

B

C

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Y
(output)
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0

(a) (3 pts) write the Boolean equation in sum-of-products form.
(b) (4 pts) Simplify the Boolean equation using Karnaugh map.
(c) (3 pts) Draw a logic diagram using ‘and’, ‘not’ and ‘or’ gates, to represent this
function

